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For Every Purpose, There Is a Format
January brings a new volume of Cell Stem Cell, and an opportunity to overview some of our more atypical article formats. In addition
to Short and Full Research articles, we present new findings in both the Resource and Correspondence formats. Resource papers
describe a new system, protocol, or database that can be applied to stem cell studies across multiple research platforms, thus pro-
viding an important ‘‘resource’’ for the field. Recent examples include this issue’s article on viral transduction of mammary stem cells,
from the Werb laboratory, and the analysis of HSC ‘‘fingerprints’’ by Goodell and colleagues (1:578). Correspondence articles may
present short responses to previously published papers or discussions of topical issues. Alternatively, they can describe discrete yet
important advances in key research areas. This issue’s report on iPS cell generation independent of c-Myc, from the Jaenisch lab-
oratory, and our inaugural Correspondence from Cortez et al. outlining a survey of the willingness of Spanish couples to donate IVF
blastocysts for stem cell research, are both prime examples of this format. Finally, our new Review subtype, the Protocol Review, is
a hybrid of a scholarly literature review and amore technical critique of a method or assay. Our first two Protocol Reviews emphasize
the versatility of this format, by outlining the uses and potential pitfalls of themurine HSC limiting dilution assay (Purton and Scadden,
1:263) and the experimental caveats involved in analyzing neural precursors (Breunig et al., 1:612). All of the above article formats
undergo rigorous peer review prior to publication.
Bumps in the Road
The recent flurry of papers extending Takahashi and Yamanaka’s iPS cell method to human fibroblasts clearly bring
the world closer to clinical applications derived from ES/ES-like cells. Of course, scientists involved are quick to
point out that the road to treatment remains long (see Wilmut, 1:593). In this issue, our Minireview tackles one of
the most prominent hurdles facing the path to the clinic: the inclusion of the c-Myc oncogene in efficient iPS
generation. Paired with the Correspondence article from the Jaenisch group and other recent related studies,
this review of the known and predicted impact of c-Myc on pluripotency induction underscores that understanding
the mechanisms involved will be essential to separate iPS generation from oncogenic transformation. A Commen-
tary in this issue from Scott and colleagues discusses different global approaches to the patenting of stem cell
material and processes. It will be interesting to watch the patent landscape evolve as the use of somatic cells in
stem cell studies, and eventual therapies, continues to move forward.
Timing Is Everything
Stem cells are defined by their ability to expand and differentiate while still preserving a pool of primitive cells, generally termed ‘‘self-
renewal.’’ The regulatory mechanisms used by stem cells to balance these seemingly disparate goals are under intense investigation
in essentially all tissues and lineages in which stem cells have been identified. The Review article by Rudnicki and colleagues in this
issue discusses the current understanding of how stem cell divisions are regulated in primitive muscle progenitor populations. Also in
this issue, Brack et al. reveal their evidence that the decision betweenmaintenance, expansion, and differentiation by satellite cells is
exquisitely dependent on the timing of Wnt and Notch signals, and Wagers discusses the broader implications of these findings in
a Preview article. Together, this collection of articles underscore how muscle stem cell divisions provide a clear example of the
importance of the order, and context, of signals in stem cell regulation.
Morphing into Blood
Despite the fact that blood stem cells (HSCs) are the most extensively studied, and therapeu-
tically utilized, somatic stem cells, many questions remain about how mammalian hematopoi-
esis arises during embryogenesis. Two papers in this issue use ES cell-based approaches to
reveal new insights into the role of Wnt and BMP signaling pathways in the initiation of blood
formation during development. These morphogens have been implicated in hematopoiesis in
the past, but the current studies provide a new level of detail about their specific functions,
and underscore that timing is essential. Keller and colleagues also implicate Nodal in very early
blood development, by initiating formation of the primitive streak. Meanwhile, Daley and col-
leagues demonstrate that BMP must first direct differentiation toward a mesoderm fate, and
later, in a distinct role, induce and coordinate Wnt signals to initiate blood cell development. Keller’s results are consistent with
these findings and further specify a need for Wnt signals for primitive, but not definitive, erythropoiesis.Cell Stem Cell 2, January 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. xi
